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Research Needs for Countering Extremist Hate   
This white paper identifies open research needs that practitioners outside academia face in combating extremist 
hate. We group these research needs into six themes and present a list of specific projects for future research. Our 

goal with this document is to orient researchers across disciplines toward research questions with the potential for 
translational impact in countering extremist hate. 
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1. Introduction 

Countering extremist hate based on race, ethnicity, religion, gender 

identity, sexual orientation, and other identity-based prejudices requires 

input from stakeholders across society. These stakeholders include 

governments, technology companies, nonprofit organizations, and 

researchers across academic disciplines. Research in law, sociology, 

psychology, communication and public health is needed to understand the 

human and social factors that give rise to and sustain extremist hate 

movements. Research in computer science, data science, media studies 

and education is needed to track and thwart the spread of hate in online 

and offline contexts. However, this research is often siloed by discipline, 

impeding progress toward shared insights and best practices. Researchers 

are not always aware of the practical challenges practitioners face when 

working against extremist hate in non-academic contexts, such as 

nonprofit organizations and tech companies. 

 

This white paper seeks to orient researchers of the Collaboratory Against 

Hate (CAH) toward open research needs faced by practitioners. To do so, 

we draw on interviews with practitioners from nonprofit organizations and 

tech companies who work on initiatives addressing hate. From our 

conversations, we identified the most pressing research needs across 

organizations, grouped into themes (Section 2). We also compiled a 

cross-disciplinary list of specific research projects that arose from these 

interviews (Section 3). In communicating these research ideas, we hope 

to spur conversation and collaboration among CAH researchers and lead 

to contributions with translational impact in combating extremist hate. 
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2. Research Themes 

We identify six key themes for future research that 

address the challenges faced by practitioner 

interviewees. These cross-disciplinary themes are: 1) 

evaluating programs and interventions, 2) developing 

tools to track and detect hate activity, 3) studying the 

impact of hate, 4) communicating to the public and 

educating public audiences, 5) informing tech company 

policy, and 6) building practitioner resources. We present 

each theme below, ordered from the most commonly 

mentioned areas of need to more specific themes. 

 

2.1 Program and intervention evaluation 

Practitioners across tech companies and nonprofit 

organizations most often mentioned a need for research 

evaluating whether programs or interventions 

designed to counter hate are actually successful in 

doing so. 

 

From nonprofit practitioners, this included measuring 

changes in individuals’ and communities’ understanding 

and behavior. For example, how do practitioners know if 

interventions have successfully prevented extremist 

violence? Does programming increase participants’ 

understanding of how oppressions such as antisemitism, 

racism, and homophobia are connected? At the community 

scale, what changes can be detected after anti-hate 

education initiatives such as Holocaust education? Are 

these communities better prepared to respond to hateful 

propaganda? The impact of anti-hate programming on 

communities with marginalized identities, such as Black 

people, indigenous people, and people of color (BIPOC), 

was of particular interest. For example, studying the 

changes that can occur in conversations in BIPOC-only 

affinity spaces can inform guidelines for conversations that 

feel safe for participants. Given the drastic impact of the 

COVID-19 pandemic in switching nonprofit programming 

online, interviewees also had questions about how to lead 

effective virtual events on global issues, including 

extremism and antisemitism. 

Similarly, practitioners at tech companies spoke to the 

difficulty of measuring the impact of the interventions 

their platforms have explored to address extremist hate. 

Research is needed to determine the impact of 

techniques beyond removing content or banning 

THEMES OF NEEDED RESEARCH 

1 Evaluating programs and interventions 

2 Developing tools to track and detect hate 

3 

4 

5 
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Studying the impact of hate 

Communicating to the public and educating public audiences 

Informing tech company policy 

Building shared practitioner resources and definitions 
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accounts, such as changes in how algorithms prioritize 

content. Are these techniques more or less successful 

than simple account removal? How successful are 

interstitials that “nudge” users to modify posts that 

contain hateful stereotypes? Practitioners also mentioned 

the need for evaluating the effectiveness of counter-

speech in addressing hate speech on their platforms.  

Part of the difficulty of evaluating interventions comes 

from finding evaluation measures. This can be difficult 

because projects are often trying to measure intangible 

outcomes: how effective interventions are at avoiding 

radicalization or hateful content. 

 

2.2 Detection and tracking 

Another need is for research that produces tools and       

datasets for detecting hate speech and tracking hate 

groups, particularly in multimedia contexts and contexts 

outside the U.S.  

Research is needed to accurately and comprehensively 

track beliefs and incidents at a large scale. This includes 

measuring public beliefs in misinformation and 

aggregating data on hate crimes across local and 

national organizations. Practitioners often mentioned 

challenges in overcoming self-report bias in collecting 

data on incidents of hate and bias. 

Research detecting and tracking hate outside of Western, 

English-speaking contexts is sorely needed. There is a 

lack of data on hate groups outside the U.S. and Europe. 

Practitioners from tech companies noted challenges in 

finding annotators and datasets to develop tools such as 

hate speech detection systems outside of English and 

other European languages. 

Difficulties in detecting hate in non-textual content were 

commonly noted. Tracking extremist narratives and hate 

speech in audio is especially crucial as podcasts often 

expose mainstream audiences to hateful content. Tools 

that identify hateful content in images and memes are 

also needed. 

Since the in-group symbols of hate groups are constantly 

evolving, finding novel language use for ideologies of hate is 

another challenge. Practitioners from tech companies 

expressed that it was helpful when outside groups tracked 

new problematic narratives and informed them before they 

spread on their platforms, though practitioners at nonprofit 

organizations noted that this takes considerable energy and 

time. Academic researchers may be well positioned to 

support this effort. Documenting extremism in the military 

and law enforcement was also mentioned as a need. 

 

2.3 Impact of hate 

Practitioners often identified a need for research on what 

personal and societal factors contribute to hateful 

extremism, and how hate speech, hateful activism, 

and organizing around hate impact individuals and 

societies. 

Interviewees in both nonprofit organizations and tech 

companies noted that research is needed to identify 

patterns that lead to extremist violence at personal and 

societal levels. For example, why do some members of 

hate communities commit violent acts while many others, 

consuming the same narratives, do not? What are the 

signs that narratives with the potential to inspire 

coordinated violence cross over to do so? At the extreme 

end of this, what are the patterns in social media activity 

that indicate a society on the brink of genocide? 

Hate has an impact beyond violence. Some practitioners 

noted a need to measure other negative consequences of 

hate. Conversely, what are the benefits of increased 

prosocial behaviors on platforms? 

Research on the connections between hate movements, 

both geographic and ideologically, is also needed. For 

example, one interviewee noted the lack of basic 

knowledge disseminated about hate groups outside the 

U.S. This information includes who is spreading hate in 

specific countries, what their main narratives are, how 

they are connected to violence, and how they are 

connected to groups outside of their own country. Other 

practitioners noted the need for research on connections 

between hate directed at different targets, such as 

between antisemitism and other forms of racial violence. 

Finally, basic information is needed about the impact of 

different types of hate. For example, what is the impact of 

hate-filled misinformation beyond the number of 

impressions on social media? How does exposure to 

misinformation translate to belief or acceptance? 
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2.4 Education and communication to the public 

Practitioners at nonprofit organizations often mentioned a 

need for research on effective public communication 

and educational curricula related to hate and 

extremism. 

For example, what communication forms have the most 

impact from anti-hate nonprofit organizations (reports, 

statistics, social media communications, or others)? Another 

important research area is developing guidelines for 

conversations among members of the public. How can 

conversations be structured for people to move past their 

own perspectives into another's point of view? Beyond a 

change in understanding, practitioners were interested in 

how conversations can lead to action. Guidance for families 

speaking to members who might be drawn to extremist 

beliefs is also needed. Public talks about extremism often 

elevate privileged people as “experts.” How can this be 

reformulated to elevate the voices of people who have not 

been afforded that status? 

Education was noted across multiple conversations as a 

critical means to counter extremist hate; effective 

educational resources are needed. Though such topics are 

not often discussed in the classroom, even the youngest 

students are not sheltered from identity-based hatred and 

violence. How can educators be empowered to help 

students make sense of this violence? On the education 

policy side, how is ethnic studies education best 

implemented? In the university context, how are students 

best informed about why acts of bias, such as using racial 

slurs while “joking,” are harmful?  

2.5 Tech company policy 

Research on the effectiveness, implementation, and 

transparency of the policies that tech companies 

have on addressing hateful content is also needed. 

First is a need for outside groups to monitor that platforms 

actually address content that violates their policies, 

especially in languages other than English. For each piece of 

a platform’s policy, how well are they removing or otherwise 

censuring content? Even if policies are carried out, how 

much impact does this have on reducing the spread of 

hateful content? There is also a tension between developing 

policies that reduce hateful content but allow for legitimate 

discussion to take place.  

Practitioners at tech companies themselves were interested 

in how to make these policies more flexible. Policies can 

address specific extremist narratives such as QAnon, but 

how can they proactively prepare for the next hateful 

narrative? Others mentioned a need to limit bigotry and 

stereotypes from users who knew the rules so well that 

they could tailor their hateful messages to not explicitly 

violate any pieces of policy.  

Some challenges regarded policies related to transparency. 

Interviewees wondered about the transparency reports 

published by tech companies. Beyond legal or self-

regulatory requirements, how can these reports be useful 

for user experience, or as actual measures in mitigating 

the influence of hate on these platforms? Others called for 

making AI-assisted content moderation more transparent. 

Tools to generate explanations to users for why machine-

moderated content was removed are needed. What are 

best practices to represent uncertainty in automatic 

moderation decisions? 

 
2.6 Shared practitioner resources and definitions 

Practitioners mentioned a need for resources that 

synthesized terminology and best practices across 

various disciplines that address hate and violent 

extremism. 

This included the need to synthesize existing research 

into actionable guidelines to make them more 

accessible to a larger audience. Furthermore, the 

creation of dashboards and centralized hubs to 

aggregate disparate resources would be beneficial to 

practitioners. 

A main difficulty in countering violent extremism and 

hate is one of definitions and taxonomies. Concepts 

such as “hate speech,” for example, are amorphous and 

encompass a family of related meanings. This challenge 

was raised by practitioners from both nonprofit and 

tech companies. First is the issue of labeling what 

counts as “hate” or “hate groups.” Practitioners 

generally had to define where they drew the lines 

themselves. Research could help explain the functional 

meanings of terms across organizations, sectors, and 

disciplines.
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Identifying a common lexicon in the violence prevention space, itself multidisciplinary, was mentioned as a need. 

Interviewees from tech companies expressed the challenge in sorting content into useful taxonomies of abusive/hateful 

material that matches the needs of regulators or their own product teams. Beyond the practical issue of what content 

qualifies within certain categories, this difficulty in defining terms and agreeing on classifications was noted as hindering  

understanding between groups. 

 

3. Initial Project List 

The practitioners we spoke with described ideas across various disciplines for specific research projects that would aid their 

work in combating hate and extremism. The full table of these projects with categorization details (as described in Section 4 ) 

and filtering features is available at collabagainsthate.org/opportunities/project-opportunities and will be updated periodically 

as CAH discusses new projects with outside organizations. CAH aims to support its affiliated researchers in their work 

addressing these practitioner needs, such as through cultivating partnerships with relevant organizations and disseminating 

research findings to practitioner audiences. We provide a brief description of the initial set of projects discussed in our 

practitioner conversations below. If you would like to spearhead or become involved with one of these projects, please email 

us at CAH-info@lists.andrew.cmu.edu. 

Initial list of project ideas from practitioner conversations 
 

Extending prior misinformation 

research to hate/extremism 

Researchers  at Goog le  recent ly conduc ted  large-sca le  pub li c  surveys  to inves t igate how 

mis in formation can spread and evolve g loba l ly .  While  the in it ia l s urveys  were focused on 

COVID-19 m is in format ion,  there is  potentia l to c reate s im i lar surveys  on mis in formation 

fue l ing  hate and extrem is t act i v it y ,  mode led  on th is  work.  

Evaluating the framing of platform 

initiatives combating hate 

Meta recent ly worked w ith  the World  Jewish Congress  and UNESCO to deve lop  a  tool to 

d irect peop le  to accu rate in f orma tion ab out the Holocaus t.  As  a  p la tform in ter vention to 

increase education and counter ha tefu l con ten t,  i t  wou ld  be usefu l to research h ow such 

in it ia t ives  can be f ramed for g rea tes t impac t.  

Informing the Global Minds 

curriculum 

Globa l M inds  is  the lead ing  youth program at th e World  Af fa irs  Counci l of  Pit tsburgh.  As  a  

youth-dr iven g loba l education program,  it a ims to c onnec t you th of  immigrant 

backgrounds  with  th ose born in  Am erica  in  order to p rom ote bet ter cross -cu l tura l 

unders tand ing .  The program inc ludes  conversat ion prompts  and activ i t ies  to he lp  ach ieve 

th is  goa l.  G loba l M inds  is  in teres ted  in  having  researche rs  create and eva luate 

educationa l mater ia ls  that can be incorpo rated  in to the ir  curr i cu lum.  

Synthesizing prior research into 

guidance documents for 

philanthropists and violence 

prevention practitioners 

Sys temati c  rev iews compi led  by the Campbell Col labora tion and the Canad ian Prac tit ioners  

Network prov ide im mense ins ight in to the ef fect iveness  of  s tra teg ies  and programs for 

combat ing  hate -based v io lence.  However,  further synthes is  of  the se reports  is  requ ired  to 

better c ommunic a te to d if ferent aud iences .  There is  a  need for researchers  to compile  

gu idance documents  inc lud ing  ev idence -based approaches  for p ra ctit ioners  in  hate -based 

v iolen ce prevent ion,  as  we ll as  gu idance for funders  support ing  v iolence preven tion 

ef forts .    

Detecting toxicity in memes 

The spread of  hatefu l messag ing  on l ine increas ing ly occurs  through v isua l med ia  such as  

memes.  There is  a  need for researchers  to bu i ld  mach ine learn ing  models  that can sco re 

the tox ic i ty of  te xt and image e lemen ts ,  as  we ll as  the i r  comb inat ion .  Idea l ly ,  these 

models  shou ld  be ab le  to “trans la te” the au thor 's  in tended message in  shar ing  the meme.  

Identifying in-group terms 

Peop le  in  hatefu l c ommun it ies  qu ick ly adopt terms and use in -group vocabu lar ies  to 

express  themse lves .  A tool has  been deve loped for match ing  vocabu lary sets  across  

commun it ies ,  wh ich researche rs  may be ab le  to use to f ind  n ove l and in -group terms in  

on l ine commun it ies .   

Identifying central nodes in hate 

networks 

Pr ior work has  identif ied  that m is in formation con tent on Twit ter o r ig inates  f rom re la t ive l y 

few accounts ;  networks  of  hate and extremism l i ke ly func tion in  the same way.  Removing  

or demoting  con tent f r om these accounts  cou ld  have a major imp act on the spread of  

hatefu l ideo log ies .   There is  a  need for researchers  to ident ify ke y prol ifera to rs  of  hate 

who serve as  centra l n odes  in  such networks .  

https://www.collabagainsthate.org/opportunities/project-opportunities
mailto:CAH-info@lists.andrew.cmu.edu
https://www.usenix.org/conference/enigma2022/presentation/kelley
https://about.fb.com/news/2021/01/connecting-people-to-credible-information-about-the-holocaust-off-facebook/
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Identifying identity terms 

Identi ty terms are very imp ortan t in  detec ting  hate speech and other hatefu l con tent,  but 

shou ld  a lso be treated  w ith  care to avoid  b ias .  There is  a  need fo r researchers  to ident ify 

terms that re fe r to p rotec ted  or marg ina l i zed  ident it ies  across  languages  and contexts .  

Evaluating the impact of 

authorship feedback interstitials 

Many on l ine p la tfo rms have in tegra ted  mach ine learn ing  in  moderation f ea tures  to p rov ide 

feedback to users  when the ir  p os t might c onta in  tox ic  speech or be in  v iola t ion of  

commun ity gu ide l ines .  While  au thorsh ip  feedback has  proven to b e ef fect ive in  nudg ing  

users  to mod ify the ir  pos ts ,  there is  l i tt le  unders tand ing  of  what mod if ica t ions  are be ing  

made and if  the resu lt ing  pos ts  are any less  tox ic  in  nature.  The re is  a  need for 

researchers  to eva luate the impact of  au thorsh ip  feedback in ters t it ia ls  on user c ommen ts ,  

and the resu lt ing  ove ra l l  tox i c it y on the p la tf orm.  

Developing aftercare 

recommendations for former 

white supremacists and 

extremists 

Refo rmed ind iv idua ls  who denounce hatefu l and extremis t ideolog ies  requ ire  a  support 

network to p revent “ re lapse. ”   However,  no va l ida ted  set of  bes t p ractices  or s tandard ized  

program of  care f or support ing  such ind iv idua ls  current ly ex is ts .  There is  a  need for 

researchers  to deve lop  recommendat ions  tha t can be  incorp orated  in to the af te rcare of  

former wh ite  supremac is ts  and extremis ts .   

Evaluating the impact of 

information source in flagging 

dangerous or unverified content 

Socia l med ia  p la tf orms have imp lemented ef fo rts  to f lag  dangerous  or unver if ied  con tent 

to the ir  users .  However,  the in f orma tion source (e .g . ,  the p la tform itse lf ,  nonprof i t 

organ i zation ,  news entit y ,  academic research)  p rov ided for p rodu cing  these labe ls  cou ld  

impact users '  perceptions  and in teract ions  wi th  the labe led  content.  There is  a  ne ed for 

researchers  to exp lore wh ich in formation source labe ls  are most e f fect ive in  warn ing  

users  about dangerous  or unver if ied  conten t that they may encounter.  

Creating a centralized hub for 

efforts in violence prevention  

The f ie ld  of  ha te-based v io lence prevent ion is  tr ansd isc ip l inary,  i nvolv ing  menta l hea l th  

p rofess iona ls ,  nonprof it organ iza tions ,  law enforcemen t and other  government agenc ies .  

As  a  resu lt,  communica ting  deve loped mater ia ls  and resources  across  d isc ip l ines  can be 

cha l leng ing .  There is  a  need for a  centra l i zed  hub to conne ct d is t r ibuted  ef for ts  in  

v iolen ce prevent ion.   

Identifying effective language 

for explaining violent extremism 

to families 

One cha l lenge pract it i oners  work ing  in  v iolence prevent ion face is  communic at ing  

concepts  re la ted  to v io lent ext remism to the fam il ies  of  ind iv idua l s  a t r isk of  fol l ow ing  

dangerous  ideolog ies .  There is  a  need for researchers  to exp lore ef fect ive language tha t 

p ractit ioners  can use to educa te famil ies  and he lp  them support a t -r isk ind iv idua ls .  

Performing a comparative 

analysis of transparency reports 

produced by tech companies 

Major tech  compan ies  pub lish  annua l repor ts  to p rov ide t ransparency for is sues  impacting  

users  of  the ir  p la tf orm,  inc lud ing  content modera tion ef f orts .  Howeve r the ut i l i ty  of  such 

reports  for c iv i l  soc ie ty,  pol ic ymakers ,  and tech  compan ies  themse lves  has  yet to be 

ana lyzed .  There is  a  need for researchers  to c ompare transparency reports  pub lished by 

d if ferent tech compan ies  to identif y what,  i f  any,  gaps  ex is t in  current repor t ing  and how 

these reports  cou ld  be more impactfu l.  

Improving transparency about 

content moderation and 

algorithmic decisions 

Major tech  compan ies  have po l ic ies  aga ins t hate speech and activ e ly work to remove it 

f rom the ir  p la tf orm.  However,  dec is ions  re la ted  to how and why content is  removed or 

demoted can be nont ransparent and may be perce ived  as  s i lenc in g  users ’  voices .  There is  

a need for researchers  to exp lore how to improve ex is t ing  transparency ef for ts  or ident ify 

new means  of  com munica ting  con tent m oderat ion dec is ions  to us ers .  

Analyzing the impact of 

dangerous content on attitudes 

and behavior 

Desp ite  m oderation ef for ts ,  dangerous  and hatefu l conten t pers is ts  on on l ine p la tfo rms.  It 

is  unc lear how in terac ting  wi th  th is  con tent shapes  users ’  be l ie fs  and in teract ions .  For 

example,  does  in terac ting  wi th  th is  con tent in troduce users  to dangerous  v iewp oints  or 

s imp ly reaf f irm the ir  ex is t ing  be l ie fs? How d oes  ind iv idua l behav ior on the p la tform 

change if  hatefu l con tent was  rem oved? Would  users  act ive ly at tempt to seek out m ore of  

that con tent,  or s imp ly return to “mains tream” behavior?  

Systematically reviewing global 

publications on hate and 

extremist groups 

The academic l i te rature on hate and extrem is t g roups  ava i lab le  in  the pub lic  domain  is  

la rge ly cons tra ined to th ose pub lished in  Eng lish .  However,  there  is  much to be learned 

f rom pub lica t ions  writ ten in  o ther lang uages  about hate and ext r emis t act iv it y .  There is  a  

need for researchers  to c onduct a  sys tema tic  rev iew of  the academic l i terature pub lished 

in  non-Eng lish  venues  to make th is  work g loba l l y  access ib le .  

https://medium.com/jigsaw/identifying-machine-learning-bias-with-updated-data-sets-7c36d6063a2c
https://medium.com/jigsaw/helping-authors-understand-toxicity-one-comment-at-a-time-f8b43824cf41
https://medium.com/jigsaw/helping-authors-understand-toxicity-one-comment-at-a-time-f8b43824cf41
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4. Interview details and analysis 

To identify practitioners for our interviews, we initially 

reached out to individuals working at tech companies and 

nonprofit organizations who have had prior conversations 

with CAH leadership. Many of these individuals were 

available for an interview, while others connected us to 

other practitioners within their network. Additionally, we 

identified advocacy organizations that have ongoing efforts 

related to hate against identity groups that were not 

represented in our initial contact list (e.g., anti-Muslim, anti-

LGBTQ+ hate). In total, we spoke with 15 individuals during 

12 conversation sessions. Seven individuals we spoke with 

were affiliated with major tech companies, while the 

remaining were affiliated with nonprofit organizations. The 

practitioners we spoke with held varying roles within their 

organization, including those related to research, policy 

management, and executive leadership. All organizations 

were based in the U.S.  

 

We developed an interview script to guide our conversations 

with practitioners. This script included prompts to ask about 

their organization’s past, current, and planned future 

objectives related to combating hate and extremism, 

challenges faced in implementing those initiatives, as well 

as research opportunities related to extremist hate that 

would aid their work. Our conversations were held in 

February and March 2022. Each interview was attended by 

two CAH postdoctoral researchers (the authors of this 

document). One researcher guided the conversation while 

the other primarily took notes on the discussion. 

 

We conducted a thematic analysis of our conversation notes 

to systematically identify research opportunities relevant to 

CAH members. We first highlighted statements in our notes 

that pertained to a broader research challenge and used 

affinity diagramming to surface common themes that 

emerged across our conversations. We also referenced our 

notes to compile a set of specific research projects that 

were of interest to practitioners we spoke with.  

 

 

 

We categorized projects according to: 

• Duration: time estimate for the project 

(summer/semester or multi-semester) 

• Education level: appropriate educational background 

for students working on the project (undergraduate or 

graduate) 

• Skills/discipline: relevant skills or disciplines for 

the project 

• Level of definition: how defined the project's 

research questions are as described by the 

practitioner (low, medium, high) 

• Resources/data available: whether data or other 

resources such as funding may exist for the project  

• Project partner: the organization (if any) that is 

willing to partner on the project 

• Theme: the broader research theme that the 

project aligns with 

Projects can be filtered according to these categorizations 

at collabagainsthate.org/opportunities/project-

opportunities. 

 

5. Conclusion 

The transdisciplinary nature of the Collaboratory Against 

Hate provides the potential to address real challenges 

faced by practitioners outside of academia combating 

hate and extremism. From speaking to these 

practitioners, we identified outstanding research 

opportunities that could make a translational impact. 

These research needs fit into six themes: 1) evaluating 

programs and interventions, 2) developing tools to track 

and detect hate activity, 3) studying the impact of hate 

activities, 4) communicating to and educating public 

audiences, 5) informing tech company policy, and 6) 

building shared practitioner resources and definitions. 

We also propose a set of research projects for students 

and project teams across disciplines. We hope 

identifying these research needs will direct CAH 

researchers toward work that addresses challenges 

faced by practitioners. 

 

 

We thank the practitioners we spoke with for conversations about challenges they face in their work. This included Dr. Heidi Beirich, Co-founder of the Global 

Project Against Hate and Extremism; Nick Haberman, Director of the LIGHT Education Initiative; Dr. Terrence Mitchell, Vice President, Diversity, Equity, and 

Inclusion at PennWest University; as well as practitioners at the Holocaust Center of Pittsburgh, Google, Jigsaw, the McCain Institute for International Leadership, 

Meta, Stop AAPI Hate, Twitter, the World Affairs Council of Pittsburgh, and other organizations.  

 

Thanks to Lorrie Cranor and Kathleen Blee for guidance on this project. Thanks to Tim Kelly for design work and Lydia Yoder f or editing help. 

 

 

https://www.collabagainsthate.org/opportunities/project-opportunities
https://www.collabagainsthate.org/opportunities/project-opportunities
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